Abstract. In order to improve the efficiency of image motion correlation analysis, this paper proposes a new algorithm EM expect algorithm in the continuity image motion analysis process. This method uses the discrete gray value of the motion image as a node, and uses the virtual network to optimize the design of node correlation; finally the mathematical model of image correlation analysis is obtained. In order to verify the effectiveness and the reliability of the algorithm, this paper uses the multi-core DSP real-time image processing method to analyze the continuity Wuhu free fight technology and the motion correlation analysis curve is obtained through calculation, which provides the theoretical reference for image cooperative and correlation analysis.
Introduction
In 1977, Dempster, Laird and Rubin (DLR) proposed official EM algorithm, its main role was to use EM to calculate the maximum likelihood estimation in the case of incomplete data [1, 2] . After the proposed EM algorithm, people have studied the nature of EM algorithm and put forward several kinds of improved algorithm, which has been widely used in many fields, such as in mathematical statistics, machine learning, data mining and pattern recognition [3] [4] [5] . This paper uses the EM expectation algorithm to design the model of image correlation analysis, and the basic framework is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of computer image synergetic and correlation analysis. This paper uses EM algorithm to design the image analysis model, and uses the VC algorithm to realize programming methods, and uses the multi core to analyze the continuity motion [6, 7] . Finally the image collaboration and correlation analysis results are obtained. 
EM Expectation Mathematical Model and Algorithm Design of Motion Image Coordination
Motion image collaborative analysis need to use discrete of motion image to achieve. Assuming that network node space matrix of motion image is T , and the matrix is symmetric [8] . In order to simplify the calculation, the calculation matrix can be written as below: .
(1) Among them, ij t is network space adjacent relation between node i and node j . If i t is the reference value of position i , so the correlation between the nodes is shown in Figure 2 . (2) Among them, S is node distance variance, x x − is image correlation, and its formula form is as shown in formula (3). 
Research on Free Fight Movement Image Correlation Analysis based on EM Expectation
In order to verify the validity and reliability of EM expectation optimization model designed in second section, this study uses multi-core DSP processing system to calculate the image correlation, and introduces the correlation coupling in the calculation process [12] [13] [14] . The principle is as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 it represents the two basic models of free fight movement technology. One is a correlation analysis of single action; the other is the continuous movement analysis of relatively complex. This study selects the second kinds of motion analysis as the research object, as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the continuous free fight movement analysis. As shown in the Figure 5 , the action is mainly divided into 8 discrete actions, and it can get synergistic action through the correlation analysis. The processor physical map used is as shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 , the core of real-time image processing system is DSP processing board. The core circuit of DSP processing board is composed of three DSP, and three DSP is consisting of main control DSP (DSP1#) and data processing DSP (DSP2#, DSP3#). The basic circuit diagram is as shown in Figure 7 . Fig.7 : The basic circuit diagram of multi-core processor As shown in Figure 7 , this paper uses multi core TMS320C6657 DDR3 to connect DDR3-1333 SDRAM, supporting DDR3 bus of maximum 32bit, 1333MHz data rate o and the highest 8G address space. Figure 8 , it represents the result curve of using EM expectation algorithm to do correlation analysis on free fight movement. This study processes a set of continuous free fight movement. From the curve it can be seen, the action has high correlation coefficient and strong coordinated action in the initial stage.
Summary
Based on analyzing theory of continuous action images, according to the EM expectation algorithm, this paper proposes a novel method of image correlation calculation, and uses VC software to design the algorithm, finally uses multi-core DSP processor to process real-time image. In order to verify the effectiveness and reliability of the algorithm, the third part uses single motion model and the continuous action model to design DSP physical map and the basic circuit diagram, finally obtains the correlation analysis results of free fight technology action, which provides a new computer method for the analysis of real time image processing and correlation.
